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Daniel Karrer’s third solo exhibition at Herrmann Germann Contemporary, Hands 
Dripping Red with Sunset, can be understood as a continuation of his exhibition at 
the Kunsthalle Winterthur last winter, Hands Dripping Red with Sunrise. The instal-
lation placed within the exhibition space generates an additional pictorial level and 
thus illuminates Karrer’s multi-layered practice. 

Karrer’s working process is generated through interplay between analogue 
painting and digital image composition. It is, however, important that the sub-
jects of his painting can develop their own dynamic. Using different methods of 
applying paint and different painting rhythms Karrer manages to present specific 
qualities of his subjects that would never be possible in a purely digital image.  
Karrer’s pictures and his working process are all about contradictions and oppo-
sites – digital–analogue, 2D–3D, sharp–blurry, vagueness–precision, representational 
and non-representational. As Aoife Rosenmeyer observed, ›[Karrer] is confronted 
with the paradox of a medium that, visually speaking, offers infinite dimensions or 
unrelenting flatness.‹1  

Since his studio residency in Berlin last year, Karrer has been working with 
reverse glass painting and painting onto glass. He had long been playing with the 
idea of painting on glass because this ground displays similar visual characteristics 
to a computer’s screen. A reverse glass painting is traditionally built up in reverse 
order, with the foreground applied first and the background last. Karrer, however, 
found his own manner of dealing with the medium. He removes colour with his pal-
ette knife and thus opens up particular areas, as if he were using the eraser tool 
in Photoshop. Through this ›cutting out‹ of colour, sharp edges are created and 
this again makes the image approximate a digital aesthetic. A new abstraction is 
emerging from this technique which was not previously found in Karrer’s painting 

1 Aoife Rosenmeyer, On Screens, in: Daniel Karrer, Collection Cahier d’Artist 2015, Luzern 2015, p. 46. 
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on canvas and wood. It seems as if the artist’s subject is indeed that of working 
with an analogue form of Photoshop. In the process his virtual subject develops 
its own physical reality on the surface of the glass, yet the works also refer to 
looking at screens and the surroundings with which we are confronted on a daily 
basis. Karrer draws out the full potential of the medium of glass by playing with 
multi-layered image constructions. The illusions of depth and three-dimensionality 
inherent in the subject and those which Karrer creates through perspectival con-
structions are yet further intensified through the glass and its reflections. 
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